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Spark childlike wonder as you color your way through a journey of wildflowers, butterflies, birds,

hot-air balloons, and other visual delights from beloved illustrator Katie Daisy. With each illustration

she revels in the joy of everyday life and her love of nature invites you along to color, be present,

have an open heart, and see the magic in the world. Quotes in Daisy's signature lettering style are

sprinkled throughout, ready for you to apply your own color palette so they can spring to life.  By the

creator of the bestseller How to Be a Wildflower: A Field Guide. 40 original full-page images

illustrated by Katie Daisy. One-sided printing on heavy paper designed specifically for coloring.

Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. Perfect bound with a heavy durable coated

cover. Printed in the US on paper sourced from a combination of sustainably managed forests and

recycled materials. Published by Amber Lotus, an independent carbon-negative US company that

has planted more than half a million trees since 2008.
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Katie Daisy Invites You on a Coloring Adventure...   It is my greatest hope that this coloring book will

help you notice all the beauty that surrounds you. I encourage you to use color intuitively. Allow

yourself to be free. Use this time of coloring to escape from any stress and anxiety and become

centered again. Creating has been so healing for me, and I know it can be for you too. IÃ¢Â€Â™m

so happy we can collaborate in this way.   Katie Daisy.



Original Illustrations by Katie Daisy   Whimsical botanical motifs and hand-lettered inspirational

quotes.   By the creator of the bestselling book &#039;How to Be a Wildflower: A Field

Guide&#039;.   40 original full-page images.   One-sided printing on heavy paper designed

specifically for coloring.   Pages are perforated for easy removal and display.   Perfect bound with a

heavy durable coated cover.

Also from Amber Lotus Publishing... featuring Katie Daisy                                2018 Wall Calendar    

  2017-2018 On-the-Go 17-month Weekly Planner

Working in watercolor and acrylic paint as well as mixed media materials, Katie strives to capture

the magic and beauty of a life lived in harmony with nature. She sells high-quality prints through her

website & Etsy shop, and has licensed her work for a wide-reaching variety of products. Some of

her notable clients include: Oprah Winfrey Network, Spirituality & Health Magazine, Target, Pottery

Barn, and Chronicle Books. Katie currently lives and works in a quiet cabin beneath the warm sun

and old-growth pines of the Pacific Northwest.

This is my first coloring book by artist Katie Daisy. The designs are hand-drawn and have a lovely

charming quality to them. There are lots of flowers and other elements from nature (birds,

mushrooms, shells, etc.) Additionally, there are a few that are simply fun, such as a grouping of

lanterns and another one of a globe. Many of the designs have inspiring sayings on them.The

designs are unique and fun to color. There is a nice level of detail but nothing too intricate or difficult

to color. Each page makes for a fairly quick and easy project.This is what I experienced while

coloring in this book and testing the paper with my coloring medium.40 Hand-drawn designs, some

with sayings, and most derived from naturePrinted on one side of the pagePaper is heavyweight,

white, slightly rough, and perforatedGlue BindingDesigns do not merge into the binding area and

most have a frame of sorts around the outer edge of the design.Alcohol-based markers bleed

through the pageWater-based markers and India ink pens bleed through the page in spots.Gel pens

leave a slight shadow on the back of the page but do not bleed through. Some pens require

additional drying time  be sure to allow ample time to keep the ink from smudging.Colored

pencils work well with this slightly rough paper. I was able to layer and blend easily with both oil and

wax based pencils.I use a blotter page below my working page when working with wet medium I this

book. That keeps the ink from seeping through and marring the page below. I use card stock but a

couple of pages of heavyweight paper work well, too. You can always simply remove pages prior to



coloring to keep your book from damage.In addition to the copy of this coloring book that I

purchased on , the publisher sent me a sample advanced reader copy of this book.

This is my favorite coloring book right now. It's not overwhelming like many others can be for me

(love Johanna Basford's but wowza) and having spent far too many years too busy to color, I have

forgotten how to use my imagination and choose colors. I even bought a color by number adult book

(that I also enjoy quite a bit) to help me improve those skills. With this book, I don't know why, but

the colors just come to me easily and I actually feel relaxed while coloring it instead of stressing

over color choices.I'm planning on framing quite a few of the pages when I'm finished because of

their inspiring messages and overall whimsy that I want to see every day in my home. A lot of them

will be super cute in my kids playroom too.

I recently ordered this adorable adult coloring book. For Christmas I had received a few different

coloring books and ended up finding out that I really enjoyed this new fun hobby! So I went on  to

see other coloring book choices and came across this one by: Katie Daisy, whom I absolutely adore

her artwork!! I was so excited and could not wait to receive this lovely coloring book with many of

her popular art prints in the form of coloring pages!!! This book is not a let down!! It has many

different pages options and is only printed on one side of the page. Which is a great plus especially

when coloring with different mediums that may bleed. I attached three different prints I colored just

in the case it may be helpful for a future purchase. I'm new to this hobby but the first thing I realized

is, its important to have goods quality coloring mediums! I have Prismacolor Premiere color

pencils,(which are my favorite)Marco Raffines color pencils, ( which are just a small step down from

the Prismas, Sakura Gelly pens ( these are so bright & fun to use!) & a few other different brands of

markers, pencils. In the pics I attached I mostly used Prismacolor pencils, a little Marcos, & just for a

few small details with Sakura Gellys. The Prismas are so rich in color and buttery that they have

been such a joy to color with! I like to start by laying down color with Prismas, and then taking the

Marcos close in color shade to blend and move into tight places. The Marcos keep a much better

point than the Prismas, I think because there not as buttery, so I find it easier to use both brands, it

seems to be a happy marriage between the two as they blend well together ! I absolutely have

enjoyed and drooled over Katie Daisy's art work and to be able to have her coloring book with all my

favorite prints in the form of blank canvases is just been the best thing eva!!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â† I'm so happy

I came across this coloring book and that Katie Daisy offers this !!! It's a A+++ purchase in my book!

Not one negative ! I hope she comes out with more ! If you've never seen Katie Daisy's Art work,



Google it, it won't disappoint! Thanks!

Wonderful, positive, beautiful coloring book. I use pencils so not any issue with ink running through

pages. Lovey, flowing designs that aren't so complicated they give you a headache. Very pleasing

to the eye.

Very happy with purchase! Pages are a nice weight. Since I plan to use colored pencils, there

shouldn't be any problem. If it were inks, I can see where there'd probably be some bleed-through of

ink.Book has good binding and stays pretty flat. The pictures are detailed, but not to the point were

you despair of ever finishing a page. They aren't 'wonky' either--with weird curlicues or extra lines.

Just good, solid artwork.Highly recommend.

The reason why I like this is because the pages are full of beautiful pictures that are fun to color in,

no teeny tiny bizarre spaces that make you dizzy. Another nice thing about this was that each page

has an image to color on the front, with the back being blank, which is nice if you want to frame

them. I think this would be a very nice gift to give to someone.

Nice thick paper, single sided designs. Beautiful! Bought it for my little girl. She knows it is a special

Katie Daisy coloring book, and consequently does her very best coloring in it. :)
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